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              CLICK AT THE KNESSET 

http://main.knesset.gov.il/…/…/News/Pages/press15.02.17.aspx  

CLICK was invited to the Knesset Committee for Distributive Justice and Social Equality by MK Mickey Zohar, the 

Chairman of the Knesset, on Equality in Employment for Seniors of lower socioeconomic status. Dr. Linda Mosek, 

CLICK'S CEO and Yanir Farber, a board member at CLICK, presented CLICK'S model for employing low income seniors at 

the SAVI vocational center in Hod Hasharon. They were accompanied by Mazal Sabag, SAVI'S manager, Reuma Shubeli, 

an elerly worker at SAVI, Kinneret Cohen, the second in charge of the Mayor in the city of Hod Hasharon and Hadas 

Efrati, the Manager of Senior Services at the Welfare Department. CLICK currently employs 63 seniors in a variety of 

funtions and plans to reach 75 by the end of 2017. At the end of the session the chairman MK Mickey Zohar stated 

that he will work towards increasing both the Government budget allocated for the elderly and the employment of 

several thousand senior workers in the public service! 
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Thanks to a donation from the National Insurance 

Fund and the Dalia and Eli Horowitz Fund, the SAVI 

project, that employs low income seniors, has been 

growing at an unprecedented scale and today 

employs 64 senior citizens! With the increase in life 

expectancy and quality of life in Israel, seniors are 

continually looking for employment opportunities 

and creating a permanent source of revenue, but 

find difficulties due to their age. This situation is 

particularly difficult for those who were used to 

working all their lives and are suddenly faced with a 

situation where they don't know what to do when 

they retire. The SAVI projects provides work 

opportunties for seniors event till the age of 90 with 

a preference to low income elders.  

  
  

Morris Eideslberg a resident of Jerusalem, who 

immigrated to Israel from the United States, spends 

his precious time raising funds for Holocaust 

Survivors in the city of Hod Hasharon, and has  

raised over 300,000 shekels since 2007. The 

connection with Morris is via Dr. Linda Mosek 

CLICK's Execitive Director and Hadas Efrati from the 

Municipality. Morris recently visited from Jerusalem 

with his sister and niece to give a hug and a kiss to 

the survivors that he supports and received a 

bouquet of flowers from Attorney Kinneret Cohen, 

!!. Well doneMayor Second in charge of thethe   
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CLICK commeced treating homebound elders with 

spiritual coaching that provides support, tools and 

meaning to individuals and families coping with 

periods of distress and crisis. Elderly often have to 

deal with issues related to loss of functions, 

loneliness, or fear of the future and Sigal Peled, a 

volunteer at CLICK, meets regularly with three of 

CLICK'S seniors; one who has reached the ripe age 

Kol ha kvod to Sigal! of 101!  
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The elders at CLICK'S Beith Yakinton center recently 

started a Nordic walking group under the guidance 

of Avi Sidon,  their sports teacher. Nordic walking 

involves using special sticks tailored personally to 

each participant. This sport uses 90% of the muscles 

in the body and thus can effectively burn more than 

40% in calories as compared to general exercise. 

The walk is also helpful in releasing back pain and in 

neck and shoulders. the   
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Following on from last years amazing exhibition 

whereby seniors (including CLICK) all over Israel 

produced 11,000 ceramic flowers at the Eretz Israel 

Museum in Tel Aviv, a new initiative has been 

launched by the curator Shlomit Hefer, called "Birds 

of Age". Birds of age include songbirds, water birds, 

migratory birds, birds of mind and more. The aim of 

the venture is to express the vitality and creative 

ability of the elderly in Israel. The project also aims 

to present a different aspect compared to that 

portrayed in the media about the lives of the 

elderly, which is reflected in the joy of life, 

willingness to learn, the desire to create and 

contribute.  

  

CLICK'S volunteers Eti Shemi, Hava Shlezenger and 

Shiran Peer, a social work student from Ariel, 

attended the first conference of its kind at the 

Knesset by "Round Up", an internet based fund 

raising intiative. CLICK sincerely thanks the founder 

and  amazing team at "Round Up" for allowing 

CLICK to benefit from this amazing infrastructure for 

raising.fund   
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Round UpRound UpRound UpRound Up 
Small money can have a massive effect on CLICK! 

With Round-Up you can perform good deeds during the whole month by making donations to CLICK. You simply 

round up the amount of each purchase on your credit card or round down the net amount of your salary: 

http://www.round-up.org.il/ 

 

    

    

    

    

    

    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                        IsraelgivesIsraelgivesIsraelgivesIsraelgives    
    

Join CLICK by donating via IsraelgivesJoin CLICK by donating via IsraelgivesJoin CLICK by donating via IsraelgivesJoin CLICK by donating via Israelgives    

http://www.israelgives.org/donor/israelcharities/searchcharities?Name=click 

Or with a Recurring Credit Card Monthly DonationOr with a Recurring Credit Card Monthly DonationOr with a Recurring Credit Card Monthly DonationOr with a Recurring Credit Card Monthly Donation    

https://www.israelgives.org/horaatkeva/580044378  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

    


